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The Teen Brain Under 

Construction
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The brain 

undergoes a 

massive 

reorganization 

between the 

12th and 25th

years.
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The CEO of the brain
Section of brain that performs complex cognitive functions:

� Organizing thoughts and problem solving

� Planning

� Forming strategies

� Inhibiting inappropriate behavior

� Understanding other people and their emotions

� Considering the future

� Impulse control

� Foreseeing consequences

� As the “prefrontal cortex” area of the frontal lobe matures, 
through experience and practice, teens can reason better, 
develop more impulse control, and make better judgments

� Increased need for structure, mentoring, guidance
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� “It’s sort of unfair to expect teens to have 
adult levels of organizational skills or 
decision-making before their brains are 
finished being built.”

- Dr. Giedd

� Over-react

� Fight or flight

� Survival

� Emotions

� Pleasure 

� Reward
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• Limbic system regulates emotions and motivations—

particularly those related to survival—such as fear, 

anger, and pleasure (sex and eating)

• Feelings of pleasure/reward are very powerful and 

self-sustaining.  Pleasurable behaviors activate a 

circuit of specialized nerve cells in the limbic area 

that is devoted to producing and regulating 

pleasure called the reward system

� Teens relied on the 
amygdala, 
associated with 
emotion and gut 
reactions

� MRI tests: Teens see 
anger when it was 
not intended

� Teens can be 
irrational and overly 
emotional
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• Lower levels of dopamine during adolescent causes 

teens to seek out experiences that will give them a 

dopamine hit

• Dopamine=pleasure/reward

– Cell phones- instant gratification

The area of the brain that 

seeks pleasure and reward is 

fairly well-developed early on

Teens value reward more 

heavily than adults

If offered an extra reward, teens 

have shown they can push the 

executive regions (prefrontal 

cortex functions) to work harder.
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� Underdevelopment of the frontal lobe/prefrontal 

cortex and the limbic system make adolescents 

more prone to “behave emotionally or impulsively”

� Adolescents tend to use an alternative part of the 

brain– the socio-emotional system rather than the 

cognitive-control system to process information

PFC

amygdala

It might 
be fun to 
try 
drugs!
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� Adolescent risk-taking is far more likely to 
happen in groups.

› Peer drug use is one of, if not the, strongest 

predictor of individual drug use. 

› Presence of same-age peers in car substantially 

increases risk of accidents

› Sexual activity increases when youth believes

peers are sexually active

› Adolescents far more likely to commit crimes in 

groups

� Drugs and alcohol can 

alter normal 

development of the 

brain

� Teens who drink are 

exposing their brains 

to the toxic effects of 

alcohol at a critical 

time of brain 

development, approx. 

10% memory loss

� Hormonal rush of 

testosterone and estrogen 

causing chemical changes

Image from Susan Tapert, PhD, University of California, San Diego. 
http://www.sfn.org/skins/main/images/brainbriefings/bb_Oct2002_lar

ge.gif
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It is our job to convert the 

mistakes into learning 

opportunities!

The prefrontal cortex can’t always 

distinguish between a good 

decision and a bad one, no 

matter how intelligent the child is

� These 3 critical phases are quickly followed by a process 
in which the brain prunes and organizes its neural 
pathways

� Pruning: Adolescent Synaptic Pruning...

� LEARNING is a process of creating and strengthening 
frequently used synapses (brain discards unused 
synapses)

� Brain keeps only the most efficient and “strong” synapses

� Children/teens/parents/ need to understand that they 
decide which synapses flourish and which are pruned 
away
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� “USE IT OR LOSE IT”– Reading, sports, music, video 

games, x-box, hanging out—whatever a child/teen 

is doing—these are the neural synapses that will be 

retained

� How children/teens spend their time is CRUCIAL to 

brain development since their activities guide the 

structure of the brain

� Understand 
themselves and their 
behavior

� Allow adults around 
them to guide them

� What they do in the 
next 8 years makes a 
difference for the 
rest of their lives!
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PERMISSIVE

• Few rules

• Unstructured 

environment

• Endless negotiation

• Erratic leadership

• Emphasis on 

individuality

• All opinions count

AUTHORITARIAN

• Rigid rules

• Strict enforcement

• No negotiation

• Autocratic 

leadership

• Emphasis on 

conformity

• Only the parent’s 

opinion counts

Growth Mindset 

• Firm rules

• Firm environment

• Limited 

negotiation

• Stable leadership

• Balance

• Opinions are 

respected

� Have daily learning discussions
› What did you learn today? 

› What mistakes did you make that you learned from? 

› What did you try hard at today?

� Give Feedback on process only
› Praise effort, persistence, seeking challenges, goal setting, 

planning or creative strategizing.

› Don’t go straight to “You’re so smart…”

� Encourage risk, failing and learning from 
mistakes
› Try not to rescue.  Failure teachers resilience and grit 

and supports brain growth.

� Encourage and model positive self-talk
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It is crucial to let the teen know 

exactly what the consequences 

will be if they do not comply

Make sure you follow 

through on the 

consequences

� Good parenting continues to help 

teenagers

*develop in healthy ways

*stay out of trouble

*do well in school

They need for you to be a

support to do the right thing!
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� Tell them you love them

� Show them you love them

� Give them specific and timely feedback

� Give them specific praise.

› Not just “your so smart”

� BE there!

� Participate in school programs, sports

� Help your teen with a homework 

schedule and to plan ahead

� Get to know your child’s friends and 

your child’s friends parents

� Spend time together
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� Change at each stage of development

� Provide opportunities for the teen to 

make choices as they mature

� Keep up with the Internet and 

cell phone usage, including

text messaging

� Provide structure

� Set rules and provide limits

� Be firm but fair

� Give curfews and stick to them

� They have to learn to accept “no”

� Be the parent…they have friends.
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� It is healthy for an adolescent to push for 

autonomy.

� Give them space to grow, and resist the 

temptation to micromanage!

teen

parent
Parent/child

adult

� Have clear and appropriate rules

� Be clear in your expectations

Be sure to point out consequences

� Talk when you’re not angry

� Distinguish between 

immaturity and defiance.
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� Involve them in family decisions

� When they ask you a “ridiculous” 

question, repeat it back to them with 

“what do you think?”

� Try not to solve all their problems – let 

them struggle to find solutions first. Help 

them with the problem solving process.

� Don’t expect them to think or reason like 

you.

� Don’t expect them to have your same 

skill set. Help them get organized, keep 

up with homework, and study for tests

� Allow them to make mistakes…that is 

one way we learn best.
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DON’T…

� be surprised when our adolescent gets surly

� harass an adolescent about every little thing- pick 

and choose issues that matter

� get dragged into power struggles

� make consequences into threats

� let your emotions get out of control

� let your adolescent get their way by using 

objectionable behavior

� Set clear rules and expectations for behavior

� Have the conversation about expectations and 

consequences when things are calm

� Spell out the consequences for noncompliance

� Have your child state out loud their understanding of 

both the rules and consequences

� Choose consequences that fit and make sure you 

can live with them

� Follow through on consequences

DO:
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�Let you child sleep- research has found the 

biological clock shifts during adolescents

�Challenge your child to THINK through their situation

� Take advantage of this learning time

�Be sensible about screen time

�Pick your battles

�Empathy is important and doesn’t mean agreement 

or approval.

DO:
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� Sheryl Feinstein:  Parenting the Teenage Brain and Secrets of 

the Teenage Brain

� Robert Sylwester: The Adolescent Brain: Reaching for 

Autonomy

� Barbara Straud: The Primal Teen: What the New Discoveries 

About the Teenage Brain Tell Us About Our Kids

� David Walsh and Nat Bennet: Why Do They Act That Way? 

Survival Guide to the Adolescent Brain for You and Your Teen

� David Sousa: How the Brain Learns; How the Gifted Brain 

Learns; How the Special Need Brain Learns

Most of these books are available at amazon.com.
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� http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/work/anato
my.html

� Sousa, D. A. (2001).  How the Brain Learns, second edition. California:  
Corwin Press.

� Sprenger, M. (1999).  Learning and Memory:  The Brain in Action.  
Alexandria, VA:  ASCD.

� Wolfe, P. (2001).  Brain Matters:  Translating Research into Classroom 
Practice. Alexandria, VA:  ASCD.

� Strauch, B. (2003).  The Primal Teen:  What the New Discoveries 
About the teenage Brain Tell Us About Our Kids. New York:  
Doubleday.

� Sylwester, R. (2003).  A Biological Brain in a Cultural Classroom. 
California:  Corwin Press.

� Conyers, M. and Wilson, D. (2005). BrainSMART: 60 Strategies for                                                   
Boosting Test Scores.  The Fischler School of Education at Nova 
Southeastern University series.

� Kagan, S. (1994). Cooperative Learning. California: Resources for 
Teachers.

� US News and World Report, “The Amazing Teen Brain,” Feb. 2009.
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